Sunvitale… it’s more than just a machine.
Built with dependability in mind because we know
that people are counting on us. There’s a quiet satisfaction in that…. and a whole lot of pride.
The New German engineering ensures the highest quality standard available to the tanning market.
Discover for yourself the luxury and irresistible tanning results with a range of 160watt/180 & 200watt
combinations to suit everyone… all at unbelievable prices!
The elegant design of the 400/500/600 series will be a perfect addition to your salon…
with seductive lighting accents, the millennium reflector package, facial units and head cooling system
you will be the envy of your competitors.
The Sunvitale 400/500/600 offer you luxury without compromise on quality…with low service costs
compared to many similar but more expensive models on the market… your on a winner with Sunvitale.
We pride ourselves on a level of service that we feel is second to none when it comes to supply and
servicing of your tanning equipment.
All installation work is undertaken by qualified electricians/engineers and completed to the highest
standards. Therefore offering you minimum disruption during installation.
We also appreciate you will want to see and try your bed before you decide.
R400 Specification – Available in numerous colours
Width: 2126mm
Depth: 1093mm
Height: Open 1676mm Closed 1270mm
Recommended room size: 2134mm x 2134mm
Canopy: 20 x 160watt
Base: 16 x 160watt
Facial: 3 x 500watt
Head Fan: Yes
Single Phase: Yes 60amp breaker
Three Phase: Yes 3 x 30amp breaker
Combinations: Base 180watt Canopy 160watt 3 x Facials
Base 180watt Canopy 180watt No Facials
Warranty: 1 Year Parts & Labour
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Beat Your Competitors
And Stand Apart From The Crowd!
Tanfastique… Launch the new
Zenith High Pressure Tanning Bed….
it’s more than just a machine.
Tanfastique’s latest Tanning bed offers you both High Pressure and Low Pressure tanning with a difference
the new Zenith is fitted with 20 x 160watt tanning lamps in the base and 14 High Pressure Tanning Lamp
in the Canopy.
Clients demand a faster and more-efficient method of tanning. Compared to low-pressure lamps,
high-pressure lamps emit a higher level of ultraviolet light in the UVA range giving a stronger, more
immediate tanning result. Conventional Sunbeds expose the skin to much higher levels of UVB, and in
doing so only tan the outer layer of the skin, this in turn causes the skin to exfoliate at an accelerated
pace, (5-10 days).
Because High Pressure beds tan predominately with UVA rays, our body is allowed to return to its normal
28 day exfoliating cycle. And contrary to popular belief it’s the UVB rays that are responsible for burning
and not UVA High Pressure Lamps.
High pressure tanning also tans the 2nd and 3rd sub-layers of the epidermis.
So even if the outer layer exfoliates, the layers beneath are still tanned, giving your clients a Faster, Deeper, L
onger Lasting Tan.
You can also generate greater profits and differentiate yourself from your competitors.
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With high pressure tanning beds your salon will be known as the only place to go for a quality long lasting
tan…. the results speak for themselves, so sit back and watch your customers spread the word!
Start 2004 ahead of your competitors with the very latest in tanning quality and equipment.

